Background
==========

Cluster analysis is widely used in cancer research to discover molecular subgroups that inform subsequent laboratory investigations and define risk classification criteria for subsequent clinical trials. However, for any data set, there are a very large number of candidate cluster analysis methods (CCAMs) due to the many choices for feature selection criteria, number of selected features, number of clusters to define, etc. Frequently, a specific CCAM is chosen without quantifying the validity of its results in terms of reproducibility or distinctiveness of the reported subgroups.

Materials and methods
=====================

Here, we propose the Dunn Index Bootstrap (DIBS) procedure to quantify the reproducibility and distinctiveness of subgroups defined by many CCAMs. DIBS applies each CCAM to the observed data and many bootstrap data sets obtained by subject resampling. The bootstrap results are used to compute metrics of subgroup reproducibility and distinctiveness of the subgroups defined by each CCAM.

Results
=======

DIBS was used to characterize the performance of each of 4,032 CCAMs in the analysis of one RNA-seq, two microarray gene expression, and one methylation array data set from three different cancers. In each example, DIBS identified specific CCAMs that defined subgroups of well-established biological and clinical relevance.
